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By Daniel Westlake Movie Soundtrack is one of the most important parts of a movie, yet few people know how or where to download them. You can buy songs on iTunes or AmazonMP3. However, there are a number of online sites where you can download the amazing movie soundtrack you heard in the same movie the other day. All
you have to do is identify the film, the composer and check out one of these sites. An extensive database beyond the opening theme song, the song above the credits or the melody that all the characters dance to - it includes the less conspicuous numbers from a film that only real fans will recognize. With more than 45,000 titles to choose
from, SoundtrackCollector.com is for the musician and serious soundtrack enthusiast who is truly a fan of composers and the brilliant and often appreciated work they do for each film. With what may be the largest database of movie soundtracks online, ArtistDirect.com provides most of these downloads for free (with a fee to be paid for
accessing others). However, most of the soundtracks that are easiest to find are mainstream pop songs purchased for the soundtrack, not necessarily from composers who made movie scores. Keep that in mind if you're looking for something rather vague. Last.fm he has most of the music tracks in his database - the challenge comes with
finding those tracks. If you are going to use Last.fm to locate these paragraphs for free, there is all keyword information available to locate them. Some titles are listed by film, some are recorded by composer and others appear only by title. Don't despair if you don't find it initially - or just use one of the other sites listed above. This picture
was lost some time after publication, but it can still be viewed here. The Public Domain Torrents website offers free classic downloads and B movies using Beetorent. The catalogue includes Farwell's Kiss, Jack London and several Tom and Jerry cartoons. Some movies are available for iPod Video and Sony PSP, too. To begin
downloading, see our BitTorrent section for recommendations from BT customers. (hint: Azure has my heart.) Coverages of the public space and the process for making a movie can be grueling. It involves a huge investment of time, energy, and effort, all peaking at something that's not even guaranteed to be good. But in the end, there's
nothing more satisfying than putting hours and hours of hard work into something and you thought it the way you wanted it to. The process is equal parts difficult and rewarding, and requires your absolute commitment from start to finish for it to pay off for you. If you choose to embark on this journey, we are here to guide you through the
process. Last step: Edit. Source: Apple Has You Worked on the Script. You planned the shooting. You have everything you can. Need a camera. Now, it's time to finish the process. Editing is very much an art form. It dates all the way to the early days of the film, and requires a good understanding of the structure of the story, the
imagination, and some technical knowledge. It's a process that requires careful attention to detail, as well as one that is likely to be holed up in a room for hours at a time. But the end result will be a beautiful, maestri movie that you can read of your own. Secure some hard drive space so where do you start? First, you'll need to make sure
you have the hard drive space. One TB hard drive will cost you about $60 on Amazon, and you'll trust us when we say you'll need it. Video files touch tons of space, and keeping them on your computer will end with you running out of storage at critical editing points. Once you have storage space, you'll need solid editing software to
connect your story with it. Choose and know your editing software for best quality editing, you really have two options: Final Cut and Adobe Premiere. Final Cut Pro would cost around $300 if purchased through Apple's website, while Final Cut Express (the Bare Bones version of the Pro) would be slightly cheaper than Amazon's at $190.
Adobe's pricing runs on a monthly payment scale, with premieres costing $19.99 per month. If you do not plan to need the software for an extended period of time, it is recommended that you roll with Premiere. But for a long-duration flat-charge plan you can keep indefinitely, a final cut (either Pro or Express) is the way to go. In terms of
the more technical aspects of editing, it's really something that needs to be seen rather than read. With this in mind, we have posted YouTube tutorials below that run you through the basic mechanics of both the final cut and the premiere. We highly recommend playing and getting to know before you seriously start editing. There are tons
of features, both useful and not, because it will be useful to know that you have. Once you learn the mechanics, editing itself will be idly easier than starting to build your story with very little familiarity. Final cut: Adobe Premiere: Upload and organize your photos After you feel your editing software, it's time to upload and organize your
photos. Moving on, make sure you block large chunks of time during the day (ideally up to 5-6 hours at a time) to devote to editing. To stay organized after you've planned your day, both programs allow you to group your unprepared video into categories called bins, so you can pull each one when you need it when you build your movie.
As it falls into place, it's important to have a very specific strategy in terms of how you want your footage to look sequentially. You should be watching every take of each scene, pick the pieces and That you feel like they're the most years, and then group them together properly. Since you put your story in the writing process, the editing
part will simply be a question of taking everything you're filming, and putting it in the right order. A rough timeline of your photo shoot laid out in the editor does this so you can cut and dice as checks as an ignition, adding appropriate transitions between each scene. One rule of thumb is good to stick to: stay away from any transition that
isn't dimming/dimming in. Unless you're George Lucas circa Star Wars: Episode 4, using wipes will only serve to make your movie look cheaper than it should be. For more advanced editors, game cuts can also be an effective device when used sparingly (this is when two separate frames are joined together by similar aspects, you can
see an example here). Find your soundtrack as soon as you have it all look like you want, the next step is finding a suitable soundtrack. But one obstacle you may encounter here: copyright. If you plan to upload your movie to a video service like YouTube, you can very much find yourself hit with a break and lose if you end up using a song
owned by someone else. Fortunately, there's a fairly easy workaround in the form of royalty-free music. For a nominal fee, you can catch any number of soundtrack tunes on the sites here and here, so you can safely upload and view your movie anywhere and anywhere without worrying about receiving messages. Preview, preview, and
preview so that your story is laid out, your photos are organized, and your soundtrack is mixed accordingly (be sure to use the sound editing features in each program to display its volume below any dialogue you might have). With all this spread out, you have to have a pretty good idea of what your movie will look like. Be sure to preview,
preview, and preview again before uploading the final product to make sure everything is ok. The last thing you want to do is have an awkward transition, take a bad, or blow the sound in a scene after you've spent the considerable time it takes to convert the final product into a video file (anywhere between 30 minutes and an hour
depends on how long your movie is). The show begins! After ensuring everything meets your standards, your movie is ready to show the rest of the world! YouTube is a great place to start in terms of uploading to the internet, but we also strongly recommend using Vimeo as a platform that will allow for bigger uploads to higher quality
video. For more information on the first steps of writing and photography, see our first two parts for everything you might need. In the meantime, congratulations on your finished product! Check entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook!        More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Sure, you've got to go to YouTube and watch it An amusing
video a few minutes long whose URL a friend sent you an email. But what if you're in the mood for something longer and a better picture quality daughter? We took six services offering just that for a spin: CinemaNow, Apple's iTunes Movie Store, MovieFlix, Movielink, Amazon's Unbox, and Starz's Wongo. Everyone has a slightly different
take on what your online movie download experience should be. They vary depending on how they bid, how you pay, and whether you subscribe to a movie library, rent or purchase the content. Although video-on-demand has been a sequin in the eyes of tech executives since the turn of the millennium, the technologies that allow finally
adolescents, and three of the services we're testing have just appeared in 2006 - Apple's iTunes movies, Amazon's Unbox and Starz's Vongo.Theres also have a lot of illegal, pirated movie download sites out there that we don't recommend and won't be honored with publishing the names or links of. Some are no more than web interfaces
for file-sharing technologies like BitTorrent. When a site loads movies all free (which they make you pay a website subscription for), you can be sure it's one of those. The legal film sites we're reviewing claim to take the trip to the video store or wait for mail from Netflix from your viewing of the home theater. Is comfort worth it? What do you
earn and what do you lose when switching to entertainment that provides internet? Continued... Continued...
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